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ABSTRACT

In the field of nuclear reactor analysis, multiphysics calculations that account for the bonded
nature of the neutronic and thermal-hydraulic phenomena are of major importance for both reactor
safety and design. So far in the context of Monte-Carlo neutronic analysis, the Gauss-Seidel iter-
ative scheme, in a version for individual single-physics solvers, is mainly used for coupling with
thermal-hydraulics. This work investigates the possibility of replacing the previous scheme with
an approximate Newton algorithm. The proposed method, called Approximate Block Newton, is
actually a version of the Jacobian-free Newton Krylov method suitably modified for coupling mono-
disciplinary solvers. Within this Newton scheme the linearised system is solved with a Krylov solver
in order to avoid the need for creation of the Jacobian matrix. Main motivation for this approach is
the interest for an algorithm that could maintain the distinct treatment of the involved fields within a
tight coupling context. This work performs preliminary analysis in order to investigate the behaviour
of the proposed method in reactor analysis. More specifically, OpenMC, a Monte-Carlo neutronic
code and COBRA-EN, a thermal-hydraulic code for sub-channel and core analysis, are merged in a
coupling scheme using the Approximate Block Newton method with the aim to examine the perfor-
mance and the accuracy of this coupling scheme and compare with those of the traditional sequential
iterative scheme.

1 INTRODUCTION

In a nuclear reactor core various physical phenomena of different nature are interrelated. In this
sense, Neutronic and Thermal-Hydraulic (T-H) phenomena are strongly bonded; e.g. microscopic
neutron cross sections of the core materials are dependent on temperature. This interrelation induces
the need for multi-physics calculations, i.e. calculations which are able to compute the safety-related
parameters taking these interactions into consideration [1].

Within the scientific community of computational physics there is a strong interest for efficient
and flexible techniques which are able to solve systems of equations in some segregated fashion.
Quite efficient techniques are those that allow the distinct treatment of the involved physical problems
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by black-box solvers, alleviating the need for modification of their algorithms. Main advantage of
these kind of methods is that they can link existing highly sophisticated solvers in order to treat
complex multi-physics and multi-scale problems aiming to a higher level of accuracy than the one of
each solver separately. Furthermore this philosophy can reduce dramatically the required effort for
development-verification-validation which can increase extraordinarily when tools are designed and
developed from scratch.

So far, in the field of Monte-Carlo neutronic reactor core analysis the Block Gauss-Seidel (BGS)
techniques are extensively used for coupling with T-H [2]. This natural back and forth scheme is the
simplest and most obvious way to couple two solvers. However in some cases within the generalized
context of computational physics, this approach faces difficulties in obtaining convergence of the
overall unified problem, as referred in [3] and [4]. Then the need for a more robust method arises.
Main motivation of the present work is the interest for an algorithm that could maintain the distinct
treatment of the involved fields within a tight coupling context. More specifically in this work an
alternative strategy of coupling neutronic Monte-Carlo and T-H solvers is adopted and investigated.
Instead of a BGS technique, an Approximate Block Newton algorithm is implemented aiming to
tightly link stochastic (Monte-Carlo), neutronic with deterministic, T-H analysis.

2 NUMERICS OF COUPLING

2.1 The Block Gauss-Seidel method

So far most of the attempts to couple Monte-Carlo with T-H solvers use a kind of sequential cou-
pling. This kind of coupling can be considered as a version of block Gauss Seidel (BGS) numerical
scheme for individual single-physics solvers which can be described by Eqs. (1) and (2):

xk+1 = N(yk) (1)

yk+1 = T (xk+1) (2)

where N and T are the operation of the Neutronic and the T-H solver on the vectors y and x,
respectively. Vector y contains the T-H and vector x the neutronic information. In such coupling
schemes relaxation techniques might accelerate the convergence. A technique which is often used for
the acceleration of the BGS iterative algorithm is the Successive Over-Relaxation (SOR) technique
[5].

2.2 The Jacobian-free Newton Krylov (JFNK) method

2.2.1 Newton iteration

A Newton iterative method over a sequence of linear systems is written following:

J∆yk = −F (yk) (3)

yk+1 = yk +∆yk, for k = 0, 1... (4)

where y is the vector of the unknowns, y0 is the initial guess, F (yk) is the vector of the non-linear
residuals, J = ∂F

∂y
is its associated Jacobian matrix, and ∆y is the Newton correction vector. For a

system of n unknowns each element (i, j) of the Jacobian matrix is given by:

Ji,j =
∂Fi(y)

∂yj
(5)
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The Newton iteration continues until a sufficient drop in a suitably chosen indicator like the norm of
the nonlinear residual Eq. (6) and/or the Newton update Eq. (7):

‖ F (yk) ‖
‖ F (y0) ‖

≤ tolres (6)

‖ ∆yk ‖
‖ yk ‖

≤ tolupdate (7)

The major drawback of a general Newton iterative method is that the calculation of each element of
the Jacobian matrix by using analytic techniques or discrete derivatives is quite expensive in terms of
computational power. In addition solving the possibly large linear system of Eq. (3) by using Gauss
elimination can be very expensive since a great number of iterations are needed. In such cases Krylov
methods are highly recommended as they can significantly reduce the computational load since they
can overcome these two problems.

2.2.2 Krylov iteration

The main feature of Krylov methods which makes them suitable for use in the JFNK methods is
that they need only matrix-vector products and so the creation of the expensive Jacobian matrix can
be avoided. The general idea behind Krylov methodology is that it generates an orthogonal chain of
vectors and then uses them to construct the new approximate solution. The matrix-vector products
required by Krylov methods can be approximated by the following relation which is actually a first-
order Taylor series expansion approximation to the Jacobian times a vector [6] :

Jν =
F (y + εν)− F (y)

ε
(8)

where ν is a vector, and ε is a small perturbation parameter. Although more than one Krylov methods
exist, GMRES [7] is probably the most popular.

2.3 The Approximate Block Newton (ABN) method

The ABN method is actually a modified version of the JFNK method oriented to the coupling of
individual single physics solvers. The extensive derivation and description of the method is presented
in [3]. In this paragraph the way that this method is suitably established in a Monte-Carlo/T-H context
is described. More specifically, let us consider two individual solvers, a Neutronic solver called N
and a T-H solver called T . The vector containing the fission rate distribution is called x while y is
the vector containing the T-H information. As a result a system of the form:

yBGS = T (xk) (9)
xBGS = N(yBGS) (10)

should be solved. Index k has been added because the system is solved in an iterative way. Subscript
BGS indicates that Eqs. (9) and (10) correspond actually to a BGS iterative step and generate the
solution update that a BGS iteration would give. From this point on, ABN method could be consid-
ered as a correction to the BGS method aiming to accelerate the convergence. Subsequently, a set of
residuals is created using the following relation:

r = xk − xBGS (11)
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The Newton iterative form of this system is given by:

J∆xk = −r (12)

Because the construction of the Jacobian matrix J element by element is very “expensive”, it should
be avoided. In order to solve the linear system of Eq. (12) and at the same time to avoid the creation of
the Jacobian matrix J , a Krylov method is implemented, because it uses matrix-vector multiplication
as mentioned before. Matrix-vector products will be approximated by the relation:

Jν = ν − 1

ε
(N(T (xk + εν))− xk) (13)

where ν is a Krylov vector and ε a perturbation parameter. When the neutronic correction ∆x has
been calculated, the new neutronic and T-H update are calculated by the following relations:

xk+1 = xk +∆xk (14)

yk+1 = T (xk+1) (15)

Subsequently, if the convergence criterion is not satisfied, the next Newton iterative step starts from
Eq. (10) and follows the sequence of computations described above.

3 THE DEVELOPED COUPLING SCHEME

In this work the ABN methodology has been adopted in the coupling between the Monte-Carlo
solver OpenMC [8] and the T-H solver COBRA-EN [9]. These reactor analysis tools have been
selected based on reasoning described in [2]. As linear Krylov solver, GMRES method [7] has been
chosen. The coupling scheme was developed in Fortran 90. The implementation of the Krylov solver
was done using Petsc library [10]. In addition FoX XML library [11] was used in order to control
XML-elements in the input of OpenMC during the external-Newton and the internal-Krylov iterative
process as well as to initially generate the XML-based input files of OpenMC.

At this point it should be mentioned that there are two options for setting up the coupling scheme.
The first option is the use of a T-H based coupling scheme. This means that the residual r will
contain information generated by T-H. However in this case the different kinds of the involved T-H
variables (fuel/coolant temperature, coolant density) lead to a larger and possibly more complicated
linear system. On the other hand, as the neutronic-generated information includes only the axial
power profile, a smaller linear system should be solved. As a result a neutronic set-up is chosen in
this work, as a first step .

In this work a one-to-one mapping between the axial and radial model nodalization between
the two solvers being involved in the coupling is implemented. The variables which are exchanged
between neutronics and T-H are the fuel/coolant temperature and coolant density. It should be men-
tioned that since COBRA uses channel-oriented cells whereas OpenMC uses pin-oriented ones, the
surrounding coolant temperatures and densities of each rod in OpenMC are deduced by averaging
throughout all the sub-channels surrounding that rod in the T-H field.

As regards the treatment of the cross-sections variation with temperature, the method of pseudo-
materials has been adopted within this coupling scheme. According to this method each material
in OpenMC is defined as a mixture of two pseudo-materials. The temperatures of the two pseudo-
materials which compose the actual one, correspond to the upper (Thigh) and lower (Tlow) bounds of
the particular interval in which the actual temperature (T ) obtained from T-H is lying. The linear-
linear version of the method approximating the cross-section (Σ) of a material at current temperature
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(T ) is given by Eqs. (16-18). In this work the JEFF 3.1.2 library [12] in ACE format has been used;
it is provided at 100K-1000K with a 100K increment and at 1200K, 1500K and 1800K. In this work,
only for the first numerical experiment, the NJOY code [13] has been used in order to generate the
missing libraries from 1000K to 2000K with an increment of 100K.

Σ(T ) = wlowΣ(Tlow) + whighΣ(Thigh) (16)

whigh =
T − Tlow

Thigh − Tlow

(17)

wlow = 1− whigh (18)

As regards the thermal-scattering data for the moderator, the libraries provided by JEFF 3.1.2 are
used. In this case for each region of the analysed problem the thermal-scattering library evaluated in
the temperature closest to the one of the moderator, is used.

Finally, the results of this ABN-based coupling scheme are compared with those of a BGS-based
coupling scheme. The latter is actually the one described in [2]. The difference in this work is that,
for convergence, the fission rate profile is monitored rather than that of fuel temperature.

4 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Two numerical experiments are performed in order to investigate the behaviour of ABN method-
ology in reactor core analysis. The first one is the “Single pin BWR benchmark problem for coupled
Monte-Carlo/T-H analysis” [14]. It consists of a single BWR pin surrounded by coolant-moderator.
At the top and bottom there is water as well. The main characteristics can be seen in Table 1. In
this benchmark, the temperature of the cladding is fixed within the coupled calculation. In [14] the
moderator temperature is also fixed; however in this work it is chosen as variable within the iterative
scheme using the pseudo-materials method. In both the neutronic and the T-H model, 38 axial re-
gions have been used. In the radial direction, the OpenMC model uses reflective boundary conditions
whereas at the axial edges vacuum boundaries have been implemented. In the COBRA model 5 ra-
dial nodes have been used for the calculation of the fuel temperature. The effective fuel temperature,
which passes to the neutronic model, is calculated with the Rowland formula [15] by post-processing
the COBRA results. As this model consists of 1 fuel pin divided in 38 axial nodes, a 38 × 38 linear
system should be solved within each Newton iteration.

Table 1: Main characteristics of the BWR single pin (first row) and the 1/8 symmetry PWR FA
(second row) model

Active
length

Pellet
radius

Pin
radius

Inlet coolant
temperature

Mass flow
rate

Total
power

Pressure

3.80m 0.5225cm 0.6125cm 553K 1120 kg/m2 s 70kW 7.01MPa
3.66m 0.4100cm 0.4750cm 556.25K 3500 kg/m2 s 2.149MW 14.91MPa

The second experiment concerns a pin-by-pin PWR Fuel Assembly (FA) coupled analysis. A
model of a Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) FA, captured from the “Monte-Carlo performance
benchmark test for detailed power density calculation in a full size reactor core” [16], is analysed
using OpenMC/COBRA. In this coupled calculation, a 1/8 symmetry FA model has been used in both
OpenMC and COBRA. In both the neutronic and the T-H calculations, the model has been axially
separated in only 20 regions since the PWR coolant is characterized by much lower density gradients
than the BWR’s. In the radial direction the OpenMC model uses reflective boundary conditions
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whereas at the axial edges vacuum boundaries have been implemented. The main characteristics of
the model analysed here can be seen in Table 1. In this case the model consists of 45 pins (39 fuel
pins and 6 guide tubes) each one axially divided in 20 nodes. As a result a 900× 900 (or 780× 780
because there are no fissions in the guide tubes) linear system should be solved within each Newton
iteration.

For each model two numerical experiments were performed, one using the BGS method and
another using the proposed ABN method.

4.1 Results

The main features of the coupled calculations performed in this work can be seen in Table 2.
Before analysing the results it should be mentioned that because a Monte-Carlo solver is used for the
neutronic analysis, the computational cost by any other part of the algorithm is actually overshadowed
by Monte-Carlo executions. As a result the main unit for measuring computational cost will be
reduced in the number of Monte-Carlo executions. In addition the convergence behaviour will be
monitored by measuring the following two quantities:

e1 =‖ ∆xk ‖2 (19)

e2 =‖ r(yk) ‖2 (20)

It should be noted that Eq. (20) makes sense only for the ABN method.
Fig. 1 illustrates the convergence behaviour of ABN vs BGS algorithm for the single-pin BWR

problem. It is clear that ABN outperforms BGS in both convergence behaviour and computational
cost. More specifically, it can be observed that the limit of 3 × 10−4 is reached in the 5th Newton
iteration (=15 OpenMC runs). On the other hand BGS after 15 iterations (=15 OpenMC runs) does
not satisfy this limit and it seems that it stagnates in the area of 6×10−4. In addition it can be seen that
even at the 4th ABN-Newton correction (=12 OpenMC runs) the L2 norm is very close to the level of
3×10−4 whereas at the same time the 12th BGS iteration lies above the limit of 10−3. As mentioned
in section 2.3, the part of ABN algorithm after Eq. (10) is actually a correction to the current BGS
update. The L2 norm of the initial BGS update within each Newton step vs the L2 norm of the final
ABN update of each Newton step is illustrated in Fig. 1 (right). It can be seen that in each Newton
step the L2 norm of the ABN correction is lower than the L2 norm of the ABN-BGS correction
which actually confirms that ABN method generally outperforms the simple BGS method because
of the higher quality of the Newton correction. k∞ calculated by ABN in the 5th Newton iteration is
1.25790 ± 0.00008 whereas the one calculated by BGS in the 15th iteration is 1.25786 ± 0.00008.
The difference is only 4 pcm. Fig. 2 shows that the difference in the calculated power profile is rather
small, i.e. lower than 2%.
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Table 2: Main calculation parameters

Model Method
Statistics

batches/skipped/histories

Iterations
(for ABN, Newton/
Krylov per Newton

OpenMC
MPI-processes

Single-Pin BGS 400/100/500k 15 48
Single-Pin ABN 400/100/500k 5/2 48

FA BGS 400/100/500k 15 48
FA ABN 400/100/500k 5/2 48
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Figure 1: Convergence behavior of ABN and BGS method (left). ABN (‖ xk+1 − xk ‖2) vs BGS
(‖ xBGS − xk ‖2) correction within ABN method.
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Figure 2: Axial relative to max power distribution (left). Relative difference (ABN−BGS
BGS

× 100)
between ABN and BGS power profile (right).
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Figure 3: Convergence behavior of ABN and BGS method (left). ABN (‖ xk+1 − xk ‖2) vs BGS
(‖ xBGS − xk ‖2) correction within ABN method (right).

Figure 4: Relative (to the max) fission rate distribution (left). Relative difference in fission rate
distribution (ABN−BGS

BGS
× 100) (right). (In both 1/4 symmetry is used for visualization purposes)
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Fig. 3 (left) illustrates the convergence behaviour of ABN vs BGS for the FA PWR problem.
It seems that the convergence behaviour of the ABN is better because the L2 norm of the Newton
correction approaches the limit of 10−4 from the 2nd iteration (=6 OpenMC runs) and then it slightly
oscillates around this limit. On the other hand BGS does not satisfy this limit after 15 iterations
(=15 OpenMC runs) oscillating around 2× 10−4. Although there is a point where the L2 of the BGS
correction reaches the level of 6× 10−5, it cannot be considered as a point of real convergence since
it directly returns in its previous behaviour. Similar to the previous case, Fig. 3 (right) shows that in
each Newton step the L2 norm of the ABN correction is lower than the L2 norm of the ABN-BGS
correction. k∞ calculated by ABN in the 5th Newton iteration is 0.99690 ± 0.00007 whereas the
one calculated by BGS in the 15th iteration is 0.99687 ± 0.00007. The difference is only 3 pcm.
As regards the neutronic solution Fig. 4 (left) shows the relative power distribution calculated with
ABN. Fig. 4 (right) shows the relative difference between power distributions calculated by the two
coupling algorithms. It can be said that the difference is rather small, i.e. less than 3.9%.

5 CONCLUSION - PERSPECTIVES

In this work a Monte Carlo-neutronic/T-H coupling scheme based on an approximate Newton
algorithm is presented. The behaviour of this innovative coupling scheme is tested in two problems
and compared with that of the BGS coupling methodology. The results show that ABN generally
outperforms BGS method in both the convergence behaviour and the computational cost. It seems
that the improvement is more significant in BWR problems, probably because they are characterized
by larger moderator density gradients which might complicate the solution of the problem.

It is known that relaxation schemes can accelarate and stabilize the convergence behaviour of
the BGS method. On the other hand the behaviour of the JFNK-based algorithms may be improved
when proper preconditioning is applied. In addition the Newton correction can be improved by using
globalization techniques [6]. It arises that these two algorithms should be tested again using these
improvements. Last but not least a comparison between neutronic-based and a T-H-based ABN/BGS
set-ups should be performed. These issues constitute subject of further investigation.
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